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Algerian Judeo-Arabic, spoken and written by Algerian Jews,
is part of the sedentary Maghrebi Neo-Judeo-Arabic dialect
ensemble, that are classi��ed either as pre-Hilālī or non-Hilālī
urban Arabic dialects. Various levels of dialectal di�ferences
between Jewish and Muslim dialects are documented
throughout the Arabic-speaking world. In some cases, the
di�ferences between these dialects are major. This is the case
in Oran (Wahrān) and some smaller Algerian towns near the
capital Algiers, where the Jews spoke a sedentary dialect
while the Muslims spoke a nomad dialect. An intermediate
level of di�ferentiation was documented in Algiers and
Tlemcen. In Algiers there were phonological di�ferences between the Jewish and Muslim-Arabic
dialects: Classical Arabic (CA) /q/ is pronounced by the Jews as [ʾ] while the Muslims pronounce
it [q]; CA /t/ is pronounced [t] by Algiers’s Jews but [t ] by its Muslims.

The history of Algeria’s Jews, being subjected to Roman, Spanish, Arab, Turkish, Berber, and
French colonial rule over the centuries, had left its mark on their language. In the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries Algerian Jews lived in a multilingual environment that included, in addition
to their communal Judeo-Arabic dialects, also Muslim-Arabic dialects, French, and their historical
cultural languages Hebrew and Aramaic. Hence, Algerian Jews lived in a state of multiglossia, a
term that refers to a situation where a group of people use multiple languages on a daily basis to
communicate with their surrounding societies for distinct purposes. Namely, Algerian Jews used
their local Judeo-Arabic dialects for intracommunity interactions, French for o���cial discourse
with the colonial authorities, local Muslim-Arabic to interact with their Arab neighbors, and
Hebrew for religious rites. With the increase of French in��uence and the integration of Algerian
Jews into French society (especially after receiving French citizenship – see Crémieux Decree)
their multiglossia had gradually shifted. While the older generation used Judeo-Arabic as the
primary language for intra-community discourse, the younger generations favored French over
Judeo-Arabic.
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Linguistic di�ferences among social groups within the Jewish community are often referred to as
sociolects. In particular, pro��ciency in Hebrew (and Aramaic) varied among the community
members. While the rabbinic elite was well versed in Hebrew and Aramaic, other members of the
community knew just enough Hebrew to participate in religious rituals at the synagogue, and
uneducated men and the community’s women had only limited knowledge of Hebrew. A notable
exception were female family members of local rabbis, who were often well versed in Hebrew.

Orthography

Like most other Jewish languages, Algerian Judeo-Arabic is written in Hebrew characters. This
orthography assigns a Hebrew letter to each Arabic consonant and is based on the similarity
between the Hebrew and Arabic consonant system: /ʾ/ = א, /b/ = ב, /d/ = ד, /h/ = ה, and so forth.
Diacritic points were added when additional distinctions were necessary: ג ) or ׅג) denotes /ġ/
while ג' or ֺג denotes /ǧ/; כ, ך denote /k/ while ׄכׄ, ך denote /x/; צ, ץ  denote /ṣ/ while ׄצׄ, ץ denote /ḍ/.
As in Algerian Judeo-Arabic the fricative interdental consonants ṯ, ḏ, and ḍ̱ were not preserved,
there was no need to use diacritics to distinguish them from their plosive counterparts t, d, and ḍ. 
The shadda is marked by doubling the character. Unlike the classical Judeo-Arabic script that was
used in medieval Judeo-Arabic, the script of Algerian Judeo-Arabic is more phonetic in nature,
re��ecting the spread of emphatic pronunciation, consonant shifts, and vowel quality.

Phonology

Consonants

The split between the two main realizations of the CA phoneme /q/ is well known. While
unvoiced realizations, such as [q], [ʾ] or [k], are characteristic of sedentary Arabic dialects, voiced
realizations, mainly [g], are characteristic of nomad and rural Arabic dialects. Since the Jewish
communities in Algeria were predominantly sedentary, the /q/ is realized in these communities as
an unvoiced consonant. The [q] realization is found among the Jews of Constantine, while the [ʾ]
realization is pronounced by the Jews of Algiers. In some Algerian Jewish dialects, the /q/ had
fronted to the velar unvoiced consonant [k] or to the medio-palatal consonant [k ]. This
realization is characteristic of the Judeo-Arabic dialects of Oran and Tlemcen in western Algeria,
and in Oujda in northeastern Morocco near the Algerian border. It is noteworthy that while the
Jews of Tlemcen pronounce /q/ as [k] the Muslims of that city pronounce this phoneme as [q].
There are a few words in Algerian Judeo-Arabic in which /q/ is realized [g] due to borrowing from
nomad or rural Muslim dialects, often from the semantic ��elds of agriculture and nomad life, e.g.,
bəgṛa (=cow), gəmṛa (=moon), gṛūn (=horns).

The Judeo-Arabic dialects of the cities of Algiers and Constantine preserve the distinction
between the four sibilant phonemes /s/, /š/, /z/, and /ž/, e.g., nsa “women,” šra “to buy,” zbǝl
“garbage,” and žbǝl “mountain,” unlike many Judeo-Arabic dialects in Morocco and Tunisia in
which the distinction between the sibilant pairs s/š and z/ž is neutralized. The Jews of
Constantine realize the phoneme /ž/ either as [ž] or [ǧ] (=[d͜ž]). When two sibilant phonemes
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p / / [ ] [ǧ] ( [ ͜ ]) p

appear within the same word, assimilation or dissimilation may occur, for example, CA šams “sun”
undergoes assimilation to šəmš in the Judeo-Arabic of Algiers, and CA ǧayš undergoes a
dissimilation to ǧays by the Jews of Constantine.

The shift of the interdental fricatives to their plosive dental-alveolar counterparts ṯ > t (ث > ت), ḏ >
d (ذ > د), ḍ̱ > ḍ (ظ > ض) is characteristic of urban North African dialects. This shift is prevalent in
Algerian Judeo-Arabic dialects as well, as the majority of Jews in this region were city and town
dwellers (sedentary dialects). Examples are *ṯāni > tāni “second,” *ḏrāʿ > drāʿ “arm,” *ḍ̱alām > ḍḷām
“darkness.”

The realizations of the synchronic phoneme /t/ vary from one dialect to another regardless of its
origin (t or ṯ). The realization [t] is found in the Judeo-Arabic of Algiers. This realization is also
heard in Constantine, although [t ] is the prevalent pronunciation of /t/ in that city’s dialect
irrespective of position in the word, for example, yǝt kǝllǝm “he talks/he will talk,” t kǝlt  “I trusted.”
The a�frication [t ] is frequent in Constantine in ��nal position, for example, imūt  “he dies/he will
die.” Both [t ] and [t ] are found throughout the entire borough of Constantine.

The glottal stop /ʾ/ weakened in Algerian Judeo-Arabic dialects, regardless of its position in the
word, whether initial, medial, or ��nal. In many dialects the glottal stop was lost in an initial
position, for example, ʾiyyām > iyyām “days,” ʾana > ana “I,” ʾinsān > insān “man.” The glottal stop
sometimes disappears together with its vowel: ʾawlād > ulād “children.” At times, the silencing of
the /ʾ/ causes a morphological change, such as the disappearance of the fourth verbal stem ʾafʿala
from the dialects of Algiers and Constantine. For example, ʾaʿṭa > ʿṭa “gave” that subsequently
conjugates as the ��rst verbal stem. The weakening of the initial glottal stop also a�fects the
morphology of the pattern ʾafʿalu that is used to denote colors, disabilities, and the elative (for
example, CA ʾaswad “black,” ʾaʿwar “blind,” and ʾasfal “lower”). In Algiers and Constantine these
terms are constructed using the pattern f ʿǝl, for example, swǝd “black,” sfǝl “lower.” In a medial
position, when the glottal stop appears in CA with a sukūn it drops in these dialects, and the
preceding vowel is lengthened, for example, biʾr > bīr “a well,” kaʾs > kās “a glass.” When the medial
glottal stop is vocalized with a kasra it weakens and is realized as [y], for example, dāʾim > dāyǝm “
always,” qāʾim > qāyǝm “exists.” Silencing of the glottal stop in ��nal position is also common, for
example, bukāʾ > bka “cry,” šaqāʾ > šqa “hard work.” Similar examples are found already in medieval
Judeo-Arabic manuscripts, for example, samāʾ > sama (סמא) “sky.” The silencing of the glottal stop
may lead to changes in conjugation of verbs whose roots contain a glottal stop (see below). In
Constantinian Judeo-Arabic the glottal stop is sometimes preserved between two vowels, either
within a single word or between two consecutive words. The glottal stop is preserved in
Constantine also in monosyllabic words such as əl-ʾax “the brother,” and in some retained CA
words.

The glottal fricative /h/ is preserved in the Judeo-Arabic of Constantine (as well as in many
Moroccan Judeo-Arabic dialects and in most Muslim dialects throughout North Africa). An
exception is the enclitic 3MSg pronoun -hu > -u postconsonantal, for example, fūmm-u “his
mouth,” versus waqqǝṛū-h “respect him!” In contrast, in the Judeo-Arabic of Algiers the glottal
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mouth,  versus waqqǝṛū h respect him!  In contrast, in the Judeo Arabic of Algiers the glottal

fricative /h/ has dropped, leaving only the accompanying vowel, for example, den (< dhen) “he
painted,” alál (< hilāl) “crescent moon.” In some cases, the missing h is echoed by compensatory
lengthening of the adjacent vowel or doubling of the adjacent consonant, for example, qāwa (<
qahwa) “co�fee,” ddab or dabb (< ḏahab) “gold.” In Algiers, the /h/ was silenced in the speech of
most of the city’s Jews, and could be heard mainly in eloquent speech where the /h/ was
reconstructed imitating dialects that retained this consonant.

In Algerian Judeo-Arabic the voiced and unvoiced fricative pharyngeal consonants /ʿ/ and /ḥ/ are
preserved. They undergo assimilation when adjacent to each other or adjacent to the glottal
fricative /h/: ʿh > ḥḥ, ʿḥ > ḥḥ, ḥh > ḥḥ, and hḥ > ḥḥ. For example, itebbaḥ-ḥum (< itebbaʿ-hum) “he
will chase them,” ḅṛuḥḥa (<bi-rūḥihā) “by herself.” The voiced pharyngeal fricative /ʿ/ is
occasionally lost in the X-teen numerals, for example, ḥḍāš “eleven,” ṭnāš “twelve.”

Emphatic pronunciation of consonants via pharyngealization (or velarization) is fundamental to
Arabic and is known as tafxīm (تفخیم). The emphatic consonants in CA are /ṭ/ (ط), /ḍ/ (ض), /ḍ̱/ (ظ)
and /ṣ/ (ص). In most modern Arabic dialects the presence of an emphatic phoneme in the word
causes adjacent consonants to be pronounced emphatically and adjacent vowels to be lowered or
backed. This assimilation is often denoted as “spread of emphasis” or “harmonization.” In Algerian
Judeo-Arabic dialects emphasis may spread to the entire word (and even beyond the word
boundary), and it may spread in both directions, a�fecting phonemes that precede or follow the
emphatic CA consonants. Emphatic pronunciation of consonants that were not emphatic in CA is
usually not phonematic, except for the r, as there is a phonematic distinction between /r/ and /ṛ/,
for example, žrā “to run” vs. žṛā “to happen.” Consonants that tend to accept secondary emphasis
are ��rst and foremost the nonemphatic counterparts /t/, /d/, and /s/ of the emphatic CA
consonants /ṭ/ (ط), /ḍ/ (ظ, ض), and /ṣ/ (ص). Other phonemes that may accept an emphatic
realization are ḅ f ḷ̣ ṇ ṃ ṿ ẉ ẓ. Examples include ṭḷǝḅt (< ṭalabtu) “I asked,” ǝṣ-ṣǝḷṭāṇ (< ǝs-sulṭān)
“the sultan,” ḍāḷǝṃ (< ḏālim) “unjust,” ṃaḅṣūṭ (< mabsūṭ) “satis��ed,” �̣� ḍ-ḍayqa (< �� ḍ-ḍayqa) “in
distress.”

Vowels

The CA vowel system includes three long vowels (ā, ū, ī), three short vowels (a, u, i) and the
sukūn (ْـْ; سُكُون), which marks the absence of a vowel after a consonant. The three long vowels ā, ū, ī
were preserved in most Algerian Judeo-Arabic dialects. Short vowels are often omitted in open
syllables. In the Judeo-Arabic of Algiers and Constantine there is only a single centralized short
vowel phoneme /ǝ/, which may be colored as [a] adjacent to emphatic and back consonants, as [i]
near the consonant y and as [u] when adjacent to labial consonants.

In the Judeo-Arabic of Algiers the CA short diphthongs ay and aw are frequently
monophthongized as ay > ī and aw > ū. In contrast, in the Judeo-Arabic dialect of Constantine
(and of Tunis) these diphthongs are typically preserved, although they are monophthongized in
certain contexts, for example, kayfa > kīf “how,” yawm > yūm “day.” In Constantine the
monophthongization is sometimes ay > ē and aw > ō, for example, lawz > lōz “nut,” rāʾiḥa > rayḥa >



rēḥ “smell.” New diphthongs were formed as a result of processes such as the addition of the plural
morpheme -u to verbal singular forms ending with a vowel, for example, ktǝbti + -u > ktǝbtīw
(Constantine), bakā + -u > bkāw (Algiers).

Consonant Clusters and Syllable Structure

A conspicuous feature of Maghrebi dialects is the omission of short vowels in open syllables,
which results in consonant clusters even at the beginning of words. For example, buḥūr > bḥūṛ
“seas,” šariba > šrǝb “he drank” (Constantine), qafaṣ > qfǫṣ “cage,” tǝlǝbsu > tlǝbsu “you will wear”
(Algiers).

In Algerian Judeo-Arabic long vowels can occur in a closed syllable (in contrast to CA), for
example, zdād “born,” tqūm “you will rise” (Constantine). Of special note is the imperative Sg form
of hollow verbs: qūm (ُْقم) “rise!,” xāf (خَف) “fear!,” fīq (ْفِق) “wake up!,” which is common to many
Maghrebi dialects, including the Jewish dialects of Algiers and Constantine.

Morphology

Verb

The most noticeable morphological phenomenon that characterizes Algerian Judeo-Arabic as
Maghrebi Arabic dialects, distinguishing them from other Arabic dialects, is the conjugation of
the imperfect 1Sg and 1Pl forms. In Maghrebi dialects the 1Sg form has the pre��x n- (and not ʾa- as
in CA and in eastern dialects) and the 1Pl form receives the transparent plural morpheme -u. Thus,
in the ��rst verbal stem these forms are nəfʿəl (1Sg) / nfəʿlu (1Pl), while in CA the forms are ʾafʿalu
(1Sg) / nafʿalu (1Pl). An example of verbal Stem II: nkəddeb / nkəddbu (Algiers).

Like other Maghrebi sedentary dialects, the distinction between the 2mSg and 2fSg perfect forms
was lost, and the common 2cSg form that is used is ktəbt (Algiers). In Constantine there is a free
alternation between the two 2cSg perfect forms, ktəbt and ktəbti. This phenomenon re��ects the
location of the city of Constantine on a regional dialectal junction, where the form ktəbt is used to
its northwest (for example, Algiers’s Jews and Jijel’s Muslims) and the form ktəbti is used to its
northeast (for example, Skikda and Edough Muslims). When a pronominal object su���x is added
to a 2cSg perfect form in Constantine’s Judeo-Arabic the alternant ktəbti is always selected, for
example, ktəbtīh “you wrote it.”

The distinction between 2mPl and 2fPl forms in the perfect conjugation has ceased to exist in
many sedentary Arabic dialects. The common form in Algerian dialects ends with the su���x -tu,
for example, ktəbtu (“you [pl.] wrote”). However, in the Judeo-Arabic dialect of Constantine the
2cPl perfect su���x is -tīw, for example, ktəbtīw “you (pl.) wrote.” In this form the plural morpheme -
u is realized as a semi vowel w when added to the 2cSg morpheme -ti that ends with a vowel: ktəbti
+ -u > ktəbtīw.



In CA, verbal Stem I verbs are classi��ed according to the C  vowel in their perfect form – CaCaCa,
CaCiCa, or CaCuCa. While a distinction according to stem vowels is preserved in most modern
Arabic dialects, it is not preserved in North African Judeo-Arabic dialects due to the phonetic
processes that converged all three forms to a monosyllabic form CCəC, with the short central
vowel ə, for example, kataba > ktəb “wrote,” fahima > �həm “understood,” kaṯura > ktər “increased
(in number).”

The CA verbal Stem IV (ʾafʿala) is no longer a productive category in Maghrebi dialects, including
Algerian Judeo-Arabic dialects. A few participle forms of this verbal stem are found in the
conservative language of the Bible translations (šurūḥ) from Constantine. Such forms were also
documented in the Judeo-Arabic dialect of Algiers, where they are used as adjectives or nouns.
Examples are the adjective muxīf “awe-inspiring, revered,” muġīt “savior.”

In CA the passive voice of Stem I may be denoted by verbal Stem VII (ʾinfaʿala). In Algerian Judeo-
Arabic the passive voice may be expressed either using a verbal stem with an initial n- that
originates from CA verbal Stem VII (ʾinfaʿala > nəfʿəl) or a verbal stem with a pre��x t/tt- (ttəfʿəl,
tfəʿəl). The n- stem is in common use, often alongside the t/tt- stem, in the western and central
Maghreb, including the Judeo-Arabic dialects of Algiers and Constantine. Examples for n- stem
forms include, ntəmm “was ��nished,” yinġāt “will be saved,” nəǧla “he was exiled”; examples for
t/tt- stem forms include, ttənsīt “I was forgotten,” yittaṛma “he will be thrown.”

The use of verbal Stem VIII with the in��x t (ʾiftaʿala) has weakened in Maghrebi dialects, including
Algerian Judeo-Arabic dialects. This verbal stem, CtəCC (< ʾiftaʿala), is documented mainly in
Judeo-Arabic Bible translations (šarḥ, pl. šurūḥ) from Constantine (and from Morocco), a literary
genre that is known to preserve many archaic language features, for example, irtaʿdu (ירתעדו)
“they will tremble.” Limited use of verbal Stem VIII is found in the Judeo-Arabic dialects of Algiers,
for example, xṭāṛ “he selected,” zdād “he was born.”

The modern Arabic verbal stem stəfʿəl, which re��ects CA verbal Stem X (ʾistaf ’ala) without the
prosthetic alif, is common in Algerian Judeo-Arabic dialects, for example, stənǧəm “he consulted
the stars.” The initial st- is often pronounced emphatically ṣṭ- when the adjacent consonant is
emphatic, for example, ṣṭaṛǧīt “I hoped.” Assimilations of the pre��xes st > ss and ṣṭ > ṣṣ are
frequent and freely alternate with the unassimilated forms, as in ssənna (<stənna) “he expected,”
əṣṣəṛǧa (< əṣṭəṛǧa) “hope!”

The verbal stem f ʿāl is used to indicate a process of change in the properties of an object or a
person, for example, smān “to gain weight,” ḍyāq “to become narrow.” It was suggested that this
verbal stem originates either from CA verbal Stems IX or XI that denote colors and defects. In
Algerian Judeo-Arabic the f ʿāl stem has a much broader use, also indicating a process of change in
material properties and human psychological aspects.
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The silencing of the glottal stop has led to changes in conjugation of verbs whose root’s ��rst
radical is a glottal stop. In the Judeo-Arabic dialects of Algeria the perfect forms of the CA verbs
ʾakala (َأكََل, “ate”) and ʾaxaḏa (َأخََذ, “took”) re��ect a weak triliteral stem, kla and xda, while their
imperative forms are kūl and xūd, re��ecting a hollow triliteral stem (similar to the Judeo-Arabic
dialects of eastern Morocco, Tunis, and Tripoli in Libya).

In some Algerian Judeo-Arabic dialects future actions are denoted by preceding the imperfect
form with the future preverb maši “lit. going,” for example, in the Judeo-Arabic dialect of Algiers,
māši nəxrəǧ “I am about to exit.”

Pronouns

The demonstrative pronouns for near deixis in the Judeo-Arabic of Constantine are hāda (mSg),
hādi (fSg), and hādu (cPl). In Algiers the h is often omitted: āda, ādi, and ādu. These pronouns
re��ect the phonetic shift of the fricative interdentals to their plosive counterparts (ḏ > d) that is
characteristic of urban North African Judeo-Arabic: CA hāḏā (َھٰذا) > hāda, CA hāḏihi (ِھٰذِه) > hādi.
Before a de��nite noun, a single short form hād (or ād) is used regardless of gender or number, for
example, səddūr hāda but hād əs-səddūr “this book,” hād əl-bnāt “these girls.” In the conservative
language of the Bible translations (šurūḥ) from Constantine the plural demonstrative pronoun for
near deixis is hāwlay (האולאי), which re��ects the CA form hāʾulāʾi (ِھٰؤُلاء) and di�fers from the local
dialectal form hādu, for example, hāwlay əḍ-ḍālṃīṇ (האולאי אלצ'אלמין) “these evil people.”

The demonstrative pronouns for distal deixis in the Judeo-Arabic dialect of Constantine are hādāk
(mSg), hādīk (fSg), and hādūk (cPl). In Algiers the h is often omitted: ādāk, ādīk, and ādūk. The
corresponding CA pronouns are ḏālika (َذٰلِك), tilka (َتِلْك), ʾūlāʾika (َأوُلٰئِك).

In Algerian Judeo-Arabic dialects (and throughout the central and eastern Maghreb) the relative
pronoun is əlli (lli, li). The main relative pronoun used in the conservative language of Bible
translations (šurūḥ) from Constantine is əldi (אלדי), which re��ects the CA form ʾallaḏī (ألََّذِي). In
contrast to the in��ection of ʾallaḏī in CA, the pronoun əldi is invariable in the Constantinian šarḥ
(it was already mostly invariable in medieval Judeo-Arabic). Example, əldi tnəbba ʿla Yehuda wi-
Yerušalayim “(a person) who prophesized on Judea and Jerusalem” (Isa. 1:1).

The possessive (genitive) pronouns are ntāʿ (also mtāʿ and tāʿ) and dyāl (also di). All, except for di,
may accept a pronominal su���x, for example, mtāʿ-u “his,” dyāl-hum “theirs.” These forms are used
interchangeably in Algerian Judeo-Arabic. While dyāl is frequently used in Constantinian Judeo-
Arabic alongside ntāʿ ~ tāʿ, the short form di is not attested in this dialect. The assimilation ntāʿ-
hum > ntāḥ-ḥum may sometimes occur: l-mḥǝbba ntāʿ-kum “your love” (Ghardaia – see Mzab),
məsyāsa mtāʿ addāb “a gold bracelet” (Algiers), l-kəlb tāʿ-kum “your (pl.) dog” (Constantine), l-
braxa dyāl neṭiḷat yadayim “the blessing of washing hands” (Constantine), ət-tšuva dyāl-u “his
repentance” (Algiers), l-‘amr di bənadam “the life of a human being” (Algiers).

Lexicon
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The Jews of Algeria lived in a thriving multilingual environment that included local Arabic and
Berber dialects, European languages—mainly French, but also Spanish and Italian—alongside
Hebrew and Aramaic, which are at the heart of their Jewish culture and heritage. The
aforementioned languages have left imprints on the lexicon of Algerian Judeo-Arabic.

Hebrew (and Aramaic) component

Like all other Jewish languages, Algerian Judeo-Arabic has signi��cant Hebrew and Aramaic
components. It includes Hebrew words, terms, and phrases that re��ect Jewish religion, culture,
and heritage, Jewish calendar and life cycle events, communal functions, and more. The Aramaic
element is used mainly by the rabbinic elite, who possessed broader knowledge of Aramaic. The
Hebrew and Aramaic loanwords undergo phonetic, morphological, and semantic adaptations
when embedded in Judeo-Arabic.

Among the considerable Hebrew component, we ��nd many Jewish religious and communal
concepts, such as t-tora “the Torah” (< תורה); qa al “congregation” (< קהל), šəmmāš “beadle” (<
meggid “a ,(Algiers) (מצווה >) ”məṣva “a commandment to be performed as a religious duty ,(שמש
person who assists the reader of the Torah in the synagogue” (< מגיד) (Constantine). Nonetheless,
Hebrew secular concepts are also in wide use, for example, mamon “money” (< ממון), maggefa
“plague” (< מגיפה) (Algiers). Hebrew elements are prominent in blessings, greetings and similar
expressions exchanges between community members, such are šabbat šalom “a peaceful Sabbath”
barux hab-ba “welcome!” also “you are ,(שבוע טוב >) ”šabuʿa ṭob “have a good week ,(שבת שלום >)
free to do what you like” (< ברוך הבא), rəbbono šēl ʿolam “Good Lord!” (< ריבונו של עולם; lit. master
of the universe!).

Some Hebrew roots were interlaced in Arabic verbal stems, thus making them an integral part of
the Judeo-Arabic dialect. Examples from Algiers include, tməlšən “to inform on (someone)” (<
Heb. malšin מלשין “informer”), tšəbbəš “to be confused, bewildered, perplexed” (< Heb. root √šbš
“to disrupt”), itmūmar “to convert” (< Heb. mumar מומר “a convert”).

Plural forms of Hebrew loanwords sometimes follow the Arabic broken plural form, for example,
gzāyər (גזאייר, “decrees”) plural of the Hebrew noun gzera (גזרה, “decree”) used in Ghardaia, and
sdādər (סדאדר; “prayer books”) plural of the Hebrew loanword səddur (סידור; “prayer book”).

While many Hebrew loanwords are shared by Jews across many communities (with local
adaptations), some vary from area to area. An example is the term used to denote the “bath used
for ritual immersion.” The Jews of Algiers and Constantine use the original Hebrew term miqve
,(”immersion“ טבילה) while in western Algeria (and in Morocco) it is referred to as ṭəbila ,(מקווה)
probably referring to the term בית טבילה “house of immersion” that is used in the Mishnah.
Another example is the variety of Hebrew terms used in di�ferent communities to denote the
anniversary of the day of death of a loved one, also known by the Yiddish term yahrzeit. In
Constantine (eastern Algeria) the term for yahrzeit was the Hebrew word həzkir / həzker (< הֶזְכֵּר;
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from the root √zkr that denotes “memory”), in the towns of Tlemcen and Aïn Témouchent
(western Algeria) the term was həsgir (< הֶסְגֵּר, from the root √sgr that denotes “closure”), although
some speakers in these towns use the Hebrew term naḥala (< נחלה, “heritage”).

Some Hebrew words preserve archaic traditions of Hebrew terms or expressions. For example,
while the pronunciation ha-qadoš barux hu “God” (lit. the Holy One Blessed be He) (< הקדוש ברוך
.is common across North Africa, the Jews of Algiers pronounce this phrase a-qodeš baruxu (הוא
The pronunciation qodeš (and not qadoš) preserved an archaic version of this expression, which is
documented in ancient manuscripts of rabbinic literature (הקודש ברוך הוא).

Occasionally the Hebrew component was used by community members as a concealed language,
enabling merchants and traders to communicate without being understood by others, namely, in
certain circumstances Hebrew words were used instead of their Arabic counterparts, and Hebrew
numbers or Hebrew letters (gematria) were used for counting. Thus, when Algiers’s Jews wanted
to silence each other in the presence of strangers they said bla dabar (< bəlo dibbur בלא דיבור
“without speech”) avoiding the more common Hebrew word šeket! (< šeqeṭ! שקט!) due to its
similarity to the Arabic word uskut! (أسكت).

Romance Component

French was the lingua franca in Algeria during much of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
Hence, numerous French words were integrated into Algerian Judeo-Arabic, especially after 1870
when Algerian Jews received French citizenship. The French component was adopted to denote
modern (typically secular) concepts, administration, government organizations, and o���cers,
technology, and the like. Examples for French words in Algerian Judeo-Arabic are journal,
commander, franc, bureau, monsieur, prezidan (Fr. le president), l-kumitē (Fr. le comité), timbr
“stamp” (Fr. timbre), lavyon “airplane” (Fr. l’avion). French loanwords were sometimes embedded in
Arabic noun patterns, such as the use of the Arabic broken plural form, for example, kanāsil
(“consuls”)—plural of konsul “consul” (Constantine)—or the use of the Arabic plural morpheme
-āt, for example, numrawāt (“journal issues”; Constantine), provāt (“testimonies”; Algiers).

A smaller number of Spanish loanwords is found in Algerian Judeo-Arabic, hailing from Castilian-
speaking Jews, who ��ed the Iberian Peninsula for Algeria in the fourteenth and ��fteenth centuries.
Among the Spanish loanwords in the Judeo-Arabic of Algiers are šītā “brush,” šnūġa “synagogue,”
and šlāda “salad.” Spanish words that were borrowed at a later period are kānṭaṛa “small chest”
and botəlya “bottle” (Sp. botella). Spanish words are more common in the Judeo-Arabic of Oran
due to its long history under Spanish rule and its status as a port city.

A limited number of Italian words are present also in the Judeo-Arabic of Algiers, due to
immigration of Jewish traders from Livorno to Algeria. Among the Italian loanwords in Algiers’s
Judeo-Arabic are words such as sōldi “a silver coin,” mərkāṭi “trader” (It. mercante) also used to
denote “a rich person,” and pyano “��oor” (It. piano).

Berber Component
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Berber Component
As the Jews of Algeria were a sedentary, predominantly urban, population their interaction with
the nomad Berber tribes was fairly limited. Hence, Berber loanwords are rare in Algerian Judeo-
Arabic, and have most likely reached the Jewish dialects via the neighboring Muslim dialects.
Examples are šlāġəm “mustaches” and fəkrūn “torture, su�fering” (Algiers). Only a few Berber
words were documented as being used by Jews but not by their Muslim neighbors, for example,
zāwəš “sparrow” (Algiers). 

Ofra Tirosh-Becker
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